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The following is a guide to some of the countries on the continent

of Tar’Navarria that are currently known. This is updated as of autumn

of 606.

At the conclusion of this treatise is a guide to some places that

sometimes interact with Ashbury but are not on Tar’Navarria and indeed

are not even on this same plane of existence.

AmisaraAmisaraAmisaraAmisaraAmisara
Only general information is currently known about the country of

Amisara, located to the northeast of Ashbury. The country’s social, eco-

nomic, and political activity is centered around its Healers’ Guilds, col-

lectively known as the Talhatheron. Since healing and life are so integral

to the culture, women are particularly valued because they are able to

bring forth life. The government is carefully regulated so that men and

women have an equal say and an equal responsibility in ruling the land.

Thus, the country itself is traditionally ruled by a male and female who

represent the heads of all the Healers’ Guilds; these rulers are known as

the Archfather and Arch-mother.

Currently, the country is in the midst of civil unrest, as the last

Archmother accused the Archfather of aiding local undead. This caused

an immediate and permanent split of loyalties throughout the popula-

tion. The Archfather, Athanasios, now rules alone under the title of

Palintate of Talhatheron; the Archmother is widely believed to be dead.

Her supporters have formed the Order of the White Sword, which at-

tempts to oppose Athanasios’ rule and to stop the recent influx of un-

dead into Amisara.

Amisarans are generally a very serious and sober people with a

strong work ethic. Their meticulous and careful nature makes them ex-

cellent healers, researchers, and advisors; they are also known for their

fine embroidery and woodwork. Their need to cut loose from this strict

work ethic may help to explain Amisara’s bizarre and often wild holiday

celebrations, during which local laws and customs are relaxed or are

completely overturned for the space of a day, residents dress up and

pretend to be heroes from Amisara’s past, and everyone drinks and dances

throughout the night.

The BThe BThe BThe BThe Bile Dile Dile Dile Dile Densensensensens
The Bile Dens are a series of valleys to the far north that are the

home to dozens of enormous tribes of evil creatures. The Bile Dens are

inhabited by goblins, hobgoblins, gnolls and bugbears. There is con-

stant fighting among them in some limited form, as the races devour

each other and squabble over the valuables they possess. What is un-

known is simply how many creatures are up there! There could be thou-

sands, and the Bile Dens occupy no less than twelve separate and con-

nected valleys. The location of the valleys make them very defensible,

even for unintelligent creatures.

The interconnecting warrens are like an infected wound, oozing

foulness out into the world. It is not unknown for a powerful leader to

rise to prominence over two or three tribes and go out marauding across

the continent. Such invasions or migrations occur typically during over-

population or very deadly winters. With the food supply low, heavy snows

are a sure sign that the next spring these creatures will descend from

their homes and ravage the countryside.

CamulousCamulousCamulousCamulousCamulous
The mystic wood elves of Tar’Navaria prefer to be called the Chil-

dren of Camulous. In fact, until the arrival of Ashbury in early 598, the

term mystic wood elf had never been used in Tar’Navaria, as there is no

Mystic Wood here.

The Children, as they are commonly called, reside on islands some-

where in the southern ocean. Why the Corsairs of Vacarra do not bother

them is unknown. The name of these islands is not even known, but they

are definitely not called “Camulous.” Don’t make the mistake of think-

ing that Camulous is a specific place.

The Children seem quite adept at navigating the waters of the Bay,

coming and going at will. It is known that their culture is based on the

ocean and its mysteries, and that their four tribes, the Dolphin, the Shark,

the Sea Lion and the Stingray, are named after animals of the sea.

In addition to referring to themselves as the Children of Camulous,

these elves also are said to live with nymphs and satyrs, a far cry from

what the mystic wood elves of Ashbury are used to. In the past, nothing

but treachery and deceit has issued from the mouths of satyrs, but the

satyrs of Tar’Navaria seem honest and sincere in their love for the Chil-

dren, although they are still quite randy.

In late Fire Ant 603, the four clans of Tar’Navarian Mystic Wood

Elves gathered on their meeting island known as the Island of the Chil-

dren. These Children of Camulous were unaware of the danger that lurked

just on the horizon, for they soon found themselves under attack from

Dur Namarie troops.

The ogres and orcs, commanded by the elves of Dur Namarie at-

tacked with no mercy as the slaughter began.  The frightened Children

ran for their lives and tried to flee the island, but many did not make it to

safety that cold, bloody night.

Not much has been told of the carnage and less still has been heard

from the Children of Camulous after they fled into the night on that cold

Fire Ant’s eve. Though no one has heard from the Dur Namarie since

Mithrauko’s death, the Children of Camulous are presumably scattered

across the breadth of Fortannis, still hiding in small pockets or individu-

ally, waiting for their council to call them home.
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CCCCCuulannisuulannisuulannisuulannisuulannis
Existing atop the northern frontier mountain range is the Kingdom

of Cuulannis, pronounced Coo-lan-nis. The kingdom is populated by a

race of brown-skinned humanoids, which in place of hair, have sharp

quills. These quills can be hurled as an attack. The people call them-

selves the Cuulanni, pronounced Coo-lon-nee.

The Cuulanni are a very mystical race possessing a deep reverence

for astrology and prophecy. Astrological charts and portents guide their

monarchs/matriarchs. In fact, royal ascension to power is determined,

not by just blood, but more importantly, by their zodiacal sign. Accord-

ing to the ancient laws, all Kings/Queens must be born under the sign of

the Salamander — the True Leader’s sign.

Monarchs plan their child making around this, trying to time the

pregnancy just right. If a monarch does not produce an heir of the Sala-

mander sign, their House loses their right to rule and the Praconnis, the

council of prophets, must choose a new ruler. The Praconnis consults

the stars and makes their decision accordingly, choosing the best choice

among those born under the sign of the Salamander.

The practice of magic heavily dominates the Cuulanni culture. Most

of their warriors tend to also be scholars — very few Cuulanni know no

magics.

The capital of Cuulannis is the city of Sudel Su Auguris, which

means “City of Prophecy.” It is an enormous settlement built into the

very peak of one of the northern mountains. It is a layered city, each

level built on a series of huge, flat ledges. A twisting road called the

Spiral Way, snakes up and around the city and serves as the main artery

for traffic.

The current ruler of the Cuulanni is Queen Velvia Su Dulakis, Prime

Celestial Prophet of the Realm, 1st Born Royal Sign of the Su Dulakis.

Currently, Cuulannis suffers from a bitter civil war. The Queen’s

eldest brother, Javarious Su Dulakis, born under the zodiacal sign of the

Gryphon, believes that his birth sign should be the true mark of rulers

and seeks to usurp the throne. He was exiled after his plot to assassinate

the Queen was discovered. Javarious is both cunning and charismatic

and has built around him a fanatical cult, called, The Su Gatakai or “Of

The Gryphon.” The Su Gatakai then launched an attacked on the Su

Praconnis, the House of the Council of Prophets, and began the civil

war.

But leading the Royal armies of Cuulannis is an able commander,

General Chalcid Su Tentakis. Time and again, General Tentakis outwit-

ted the Su Gatakai and halted all attempts to wrest the throne from the

Queen.

It is to Ashbury’s advantage that the Cuulanni possess a deep ha-

tred for the Galanthians, believing them to be corrupters of the fine arts

of prophecy.

DwarrDwarrDwarrDwarrDwarrenagorenagorenagorenagorenagor
Dwarrenagor is a dwarven kingdom located to the north of the duch-

ies of Falkirk and Ashbury. The kingdom has forever suffered from feuds

and infighting among its clans.

Strangely, the dwarves of Dwarrenagor align themselves according

to the clans of their birth, which are organized along the lines of their

beard color. The Steelbeards are known for the gray in their beards, the

Blackaxes for their sable hair, the Flamefists for their red locks, and the

Whiterocks for their white beards. Blond coloring in beards is a sign of

nobility among the dwarves of Dwarrenagor.

It’s important to understand that while beard coloring varies within

a clan, it is tradition to dye ones beard to the color of their family. Mar-

rying outside one’s clan is forbidden, leading to more than a few tragic

love stories among the dwarves.

Falkirks had taken a role as arbiters within Dwarven politics for

years untold, and with the fall of Icenia, Dwarrenagor fell into infighting

and eventually even clan war. The Mithril Thane collapsed, and the High

Hall of the King was overrun with humanoids from the Biles Dens —

the entire clan nearly annihilated. While the Mithril Thane and his clan

fought for their lives, the four remaining clans refused to act, each not

trusting the other at their backs during the fighting. With the fall of the

high clan, so did government fall, each Clan standing on its own against

the humanoids. The Whiterocks took the worst pounding, but survived

the attacks.

Clans have since argued, fought, and warred over scarce resources

and supplies.  The infighting has left the clans divided and the High Hall

of the Mithril Thane empty. However, recent changes in leadership,

spurred on partly by Ashbury visitors,  have pointed the way towards the

possibility of more cooperation between the clans in the future.

EEEEErgwaith Prgwaith Prgwaith Prgwaith Prgwaith Palanalanalanalanalan

(mor(mor(mor(mor(more commonly knoe commonly knoe commonly knoe commonly knoe commonly known as Dwn as Dwn as Dwn as Dwn as Dur Nur Nur Nur Nur Namarie)amarie)amarie)amarie)amarie)
Many, many miles to the north and west of Icenia lies one of the

strangest sights in Tar Navaria. For mile upon mile, a blue energy field

of eldritch force surrounds the land that was once known to most Ash-

bans as Dur Namarie. It was later found out that Dur Namarie was actu-

ally the name for but a small portion of this land, its proper name being

Ergwaith Palan. Since the death of the leader of this vast empire, the

Minyakan, the lands have been sealed off by the mysterious energy field

and all reports indicate that no one has been able to get into or out of the

energy field.

In the not so distant past, the Kanoredhil elves of  Ergwaith Palan

posed a grave threat to Icenia and its allies. Where the eldritch field now

lies, there was once an enormous wall, one hundred feet tall and stretch-

ing as far as the eye could see. It is also said that to approach this wall

led to death, as arrows and magic and burning pitch would rain down in

horrific amounts upon all that would approach.

No one had ventured forth from these walls in modern memory

until late in the 6th Century, when the humanoid armies of Dur Namarie

invaded Ashbury, led by powerful elves. These elves seemed to possess

powers beyond the normal realm, being stronger than most trolls, very

magic resistant, and throwing arcane effects upon their enemies. They

also drained the celestial life forces from their victims, referring to hu-

mans and other races as “food.”

The assaults upon Ashbury were led by an extremely arrogant elf

named Gonnirkan Mithrauko. He led an army of thousands of ogres,

trolls and orcs and set up a base of operations in what was once Trellheim.

These elves also harbored an intense hatred of mystic wood elves,

going so far as to store themselves into powerful golems for the purpose

of killing the mystic wood elves. The Kanoredhil also seemed to despise

necromancy as most elves do, and Mithrauko in particular seemed to go

out of his way to slay undead. It has also been seen that the Kanoredhil

also went out of their way to aid elves and to avoid harming elves.

The most frightening aspect of the Kanoredhil was that their pro-

paganda had swayed a good amount of Ashbury’s elves to their side,

promising an elven utopia to all who joined them. For some time, this

caused much distrust of the elven race in Ashbury and some division in

the ranks of the elven peoples.

In the end, it was the very same Mithrauko that destroyed the leader

of the Kanoredhil, the shadow mage known only as the Minyakan.

GGGGGalanthiaalanthiaalanthiaalanthiaalanthia
The country of Galanthia lies to the south and west of Ashbury,

separated only by a brief no man’s land technically part of the Plains of

Rage. It is a large and powerful country. It is also a country with a very

turbulent history, that has gone from Icenia’s most hated enemy, to the

brink of peace with Icenia and back again. Currently Galanthia is a pow-

erful but mostly non-aggressive enemy nation. It’s ruling regime is run

by vampires, and until this condition ceases, there can be little more

than a temporary lull in hostilities and never be peace.

Originally Galanthia was a series of city-states that evolved inde-



pendently, and prospered due to their proximity to several large trade

routes and the Kingdom of Icenia. Centuries ago, these city-states banded

together, under the rule of an emperor for mutual protection and pros-

perity. Since that time, however, historic events have changed the

Galanthian governing system several times and forced turmoil upon its

people.

That simple explanation of their society is completely inadequate

of course because of the way their culture has developed. Galanthia is

obsessed with prophecy; it is the source of wonder and hard work for

every man, woman, and child that lives within Galanthia. Where an

Ashban may enjoy listening to a bard sing in the tavern or perhaps at-

tend a play or gathering with friends, Galanthians go to listen to minor

prophets wandering the streets telling fortunes. Nearly all political and

social intrigue surrounds the Canatheris (city heart) where hundreds of

strange minor prophets earn their keep fortunetelling the future of

Galanthian citizens. Most Galanthians visit the quarters surrounding a

Canatheris to meet with prognosticators, palm readers, phrenologists,

tarot readers, and such. Every citizen seems obsessed with his or her

future in Galanthia.

Galanthia possesses a strong caste system where a person’s fate is

determined when placed upon the Symbol within the Shrines of Glantri.

When placed upon the Symbol, one is granted a Sigil. The Sigil itself

determines the caste of the person. These Sigils possess powers, as many

of the citizens of Galanthia possess such symbols. The Shrines of Glantri

are controlled by a faction of individuals calling themselves the Devorra.

or the “Devoted.” Within the Shrines are housed the words of the great

prophet Glantri, and the symbols themselves are said to be still con-

trolled by him despite his disappearance nearly 300 years ago after form-

ing the first symbol.

The Shrines serve many roles, and the Devorra serve the function

of Guilds of Magic, Halls of Justice, and Guild of Healers. The Devorra

and its members wield significant influence within Galanthia, for there

are none who cannot be placed upon the symbol for judgment should

they be summoned.

Galanthia is ruled however by powerful Prophets called the Domin

Descry. These “High Prophets” each rule over a powerful aspect of

Galanthian government or culture, and each has nearly complete domin-

ion over at least one city-state.

Galanthia has a diverse culture, being assembled of many city-states

conquered by the first Emperor Galanthys I. The High Prophets rule

with an iron hand, and their means of prophesying the future of their

people and their empire varies from the mundane to the macabre. There

are rumors of dark prophesying, reading the entrails of their still-living

victims, throwing victims from cliffs to assess their screams, or even

obliterating individuals and basing their prophecy on the success of per-

manent death. It is said that these less palatable forms of prophecy are

now illegal and actively punished.

In the past, due to Galanthia’s caste system there were seldom prob-

lems finding individuals to fuel their prophesying. Slavery within

Galanthia existed before even its formation. It was typical practice dur-

ing the times preceding the empire for city-states to war against each

other. Captives were always held in slavery unless exchanged, or swear-

ing oath to their captors. When Galanthia’s empire formed, those who

would not swear oath to the first emperor were placed in bondage. Un-

like many slavery cultures though, Galanthia was fluid. It was possible

for a slave to rise to High Prophet, if so determined when one is placed

upon the Symbol of Glantri. Also, children born of slave castes were

often elevated to citizen of the empire.

All children upon reaching an age of 18 are judged within the

Shrines. “No one knows the mind of Glantri” is a frequent saying among

the people of Galanthia. More than once, a slave showing true gift for

prophecy has found themselves the ruler of a city state in which they

once toiled. To this day however, enemies of Galanthia that have been

captured have nearly always found themselves relegated to the ranks of

the indentured caste when being judged upon the symbol.

Reverence for prophecy was born within Galanthia shortly after

the conquest of the city states by Galanthys I. Glantri, the greatest prophet

of Galanthia, is told to have been picked out of a crowd of soothsayers

assembled by Galanthys to foretell the future of his country. Glantri, a

young boy of only six, an orphan son and wanderer, was said to speak

with such insight and accuracy that he found a place in Galanthys’s court.

Picked out of a crowd in the fabled Canatheris of Zisix, Glantri’s words

echoed power — it was a short time only for him to become adopted as

Galanthys’ own son. As Galanthys grew older, Glantri was named “Voice

of the Radiance,” a position second only to the Emperor. This position

still exists to this day.

Glantri later rose to the position of emperor of Galanthia with the

passing of Galanthys. And much of what is “Modern Galanthia” has

been formed by the prophecies he foretold.

Glantri turned his tremendous powers against several of Galanthia’s

local rivals including Icenia, Vacarra, and Lempur. His great powers

plunged these kingdoms into destructions. His curse against the Vacarrans

backfired, his curse against Icenia has now been broken, but his curse

on Lempur plagues all peoples of Tar’Navaria to this day. There are

many great wonders to be seen in Galanthia; the great city of Cradle, for

example, in which grain for nearly one hundred thousand citizens is

grown and processed from the surrounding wheat fields. Also worth

visiting are the white towers of Galanthia Major, and the great cities of

the Caraothic Delta. Galanthia can be very inhospitable to visitors, how-

ever Gypsies are treated with great reverence within Galanthia, perhaps

because of their fabled fortunetelling skills and ability to curse.

Another recent development that seemed to have struck the hearts

of the Galanthian people themselves in a more direct fashion was the

supposed rebirth of their fabled Prophet Glantri within the Lands of

Ashbury. This had caused many small groups to form based on the idea



that he should resume his mantel and lead Galanthia to a prosperous

future. This idea caused more strife within the nation’s borders than the

death of Emperor Galanthys, and the problem escalated. One such small

group of Glantri’s dedicated followers, naming themselves the Heralds

of Glantri, had been growing in numbers and

power at a rapid pace, and were a political con-

cern for many of the governing bodies because

of their support amongst the people. They were

led by a charismatic young man named Daress

Vale.

In one of his last acts Galanthys proclaimed

slavery and necromancy illegal for all time in

Galanthia. The slavery caste sigil still appeared

during the testing upon the symbol of Glantri

and rumors persisted of a politically powerful

group of vampires that pulled the strings of the

Galanthian leaders.

Events had thrown the Galanthian Empire

into a state of near collapse, and only the fear

instilled by the Domin Descry held together the

now nearly independent city-states. The death

of Galanthys IVX while visiting the lands of

Ashbury sent a shockwave through Galanthia

that restructured their society. For several years,

no new Emperor rose to power, and various in-

dividuals vied for political control of the Em-

pire.

Late in the fall of 604, the vampire gen-

eral, Matros Lochaber, exerted his substantial

military influence upon Galanthia, defeating sev-

eral of his opponents in personal combat and

declaring martial law. This was only in place for

six months. Very quickly, a new sense of peace

and prosperity was felt in Galanthia, albeit un-

der the iron, military grip of a vampire general.

Lochaber also abolished the slave caste in

Galanthia at this time and actually enforced this,

unlike Galanthys IVX’s ill fated decree.

Late in the spring of 605, the symbols of

Glantri began to disappear throughout the lands,

alarming some traditionalists, but being seen as

an omen of great things to come by others. In the summer of 605, the

vampiress Arienne was named Empress Arienne I, while General

Lochaber seemed content to act merely as Galanthia’s military leader.

GGGGGlenmoorlenmoorlenmoorlenmoorlenmooreeeee

(F(F(F(F(Formerly Gormerly Gormerly Gormerly Gormerly Glenrake and Mlenrake and Mlenrake and Mlenrake and Mlenrake and Moorgravoorgravoorgravoorgravoorgrave)e)e)e)e)
To the northwest of Brittington lies the remnant countries of what

would have been the Duchy of Glenmoor. Approximately 340 years ago,

Sir Loxston Glenmoor and his brother Sir Reynath Glenmoor departed

the Duchy of Brittington from the estate of Faerthing’s Bank and tra-

versed across the borders up the Duskswan river.  They took approxi-

mately a thousand commoners, retainers, craftsmen and assorted non-

landed nobles with them in an effort to carve out holdings to the east of

the Peaks of Dawn. Their expedition was financed by Duke Boucher

himself, with the blessing of His Majesty.  It appeared that Sir Loxton’s

estates had become infertile and cursed.  No reason was ever revealed

for their fouling of his lands and that of his brother’s adjoining estate.

With land at such a premium in the area, and their rugged frontier skills

perfected (Faerthing’s Bank being a border estate), they went with the

blessings of the King and Duke to expand the holdings of Icenia to the

north.  The eventual hope was that, should they succeed, they could

begin settling and clearing the area for more citizens who wished to

move northward for a new life.

Their adventuresome spirit was admired by many within the King-

dom, and these two country lords grew more then a little popular. Carv-

ing out a town east of the Peaks of Dawn, they named their first settle-

ment after their family Glenmoor. Within ten years, despite attacks from

hordes of vile creatures from the Bile Dens to

the northwest, the brothers had formed five

estates. A bustling economy developed and

colonists began flocking to the holdings.

While not technically a part of Icenia, three

years and three more estates later, Loxston

Glenmoor took the title Baron of Glenmoor,

and his brother the title High Protector of

Glenmoor.

Glenmoor continued to prosper and be-

gan to run into expansion problems to the east

as lands began to border the Moor of Vipix.

Even with this problem, many chose to take

the generous land grants over adjoining and

within the swamp and begun to harvest herbs

and rare plants.  In the 15th year of the Bar-

ony of Glenmoor’s history they were struck

with a vicious attack from the Bile Dens. Citi-

zens fought valiantly against a series of heavy

raids. While some estates were nearly com-

pletely burned, Glenmoor petitioned

Brittington for aid.  His Grace offered aid of

course, and required a formal treaty be signed

with his former vassals.  The Treaty of

Duskswan signed a mutual treaty between the

Grand Barony of Glenmoor and the Duchy of

Brittington for a duration of thirty years.

Brittington stationed several companies of

troops in the barony to fortify its defenses

under the banner of Sir Estrel De Van.

Expansion continued as raids were re-

pelled with ease. As twenty five years had

passed since its founding, the barony had

grown to nearly forty estates.  Sir Estrel Devan

gave oaths of fealty to Count Glenmoor (a

recent title elevation made by Baron Loxston),

becoming the Baron of the new barony of

Moorston. Sir Estrel married the windowed wife of Sir Reynath

Glenmoor.  Sir Reynath was killed in a conflict with a local group of

necromancers, and was unfortunately obliterated. Glenmoor began mak-

ing overtures to King Thrombolis Avacar in petitioning the status of

Duchy of the Kingdom five years before the fall of Icenia.  Problems at

the southern borders of Corrheim distracted negotiations and they were

never concluded.

What has occurred in the last 300 years within Glenmoor since the

beginning of the curse of Icenia is perhaps the greatest tragedy of all.

Without the Kingdom for support, and with several hideous attacks of

unprecedented ferocity from the Bile Dens, a group of necromancers

gained tolerance among the nobles of Glenmoor.  Their undead staved

off the attacks from the Bile Dens, giving the people time to work and

survive rather than constantly being called away from their fields to de-

fend the Duchy.  The necromancers, calling themselves “the Brother-

hood,” developed new ways to defend Glenmoor from attack, develop-

ing powerful undead forms for the nobility.  Always a vocal minority

petitioned against these practices, but their pleas went unheard in the

face of the raids killing hundreds of people.

It is unknown what started the civil war that shattered Glenmoor,

but at some point Glenmoor became Glenrake and Moorgrave.  A civil

war broke out, and rivals seized fiefs and holdings — and waged war

against each other.  Soon sides were drawn and philosophies delineated

nobles. The Brotherhood took a neutral stance and offered aid to both

duchies, with the recognition of the estate of Brookinree as a “no man’s



land.” Both Glenrake in the west and Moorgrave in the east recognized

Brookinree’s independence, and the neutrality of the Brotherhood —

even going so far as naming the head of the Brotherhood with the he-

reditary title of Marquis, and High Protector of Glenmoor.

For nearly 200 years Glenrake and Moorgrave were at war, taking

time away from the conflict only to defend their holdings from the Bile

Dens. While undead forms are not flaunted before the populace, knights

would don the “armor” of their undead forms and do battle against each

other like chess pieces on the chessboard.  Some go far to say the curse

that once plagued Loxston Glenmoor has returned to posses the nobility

of once proud Glenmoor.

In 599, Duke Aramis Llyrr sent the paladin Sir Jaret Delair to

Moorgrave and Glenrake, as the lands had become known, to attempt to

turn them away from their necromantic ways.  Sir Jaret’s efforts clearly

met with some measure of success for in May of 603 Duke Frost Vardik

held a meeting with Duke Rogan Ghoulreign of Moorgrave. The topic at

hand was Moorgrave abandoning their necromantic ways in return for

Ashbury’s assistance in the bitter civil war with Glenrake. Rogan ex-

plained that Moorgrave wanted to abandon necromancy but that if he

did Glenrake would slaughter his armies. Baron Roric de Haunt and Sir

Thomas Wraithborn of Glenrake, in turn,  arrived and demanded that

Ashbury keep out of the affairs of Glenrake and Moorgrave. Duke Frost

made it quite clear that Ashbury would stand against any nation that

freely embraced necromancy. Outraged, Baron Roric declared war upon

Ashbury.

It quickly became clear that the Brotherhood had been laying the

groundwork for subversion in Ashbury well before Glenrake declared

war.  Investigations led by High Sheriff Sir Harrison Ryat and Guards-

man Osrick of the Town Guard revealed connections between the Broth-

erhood and both a group of gullible Ashban citizens petitioning the no-

bility to legalize necromancy as well as several illegal auctions of necro-

mantic items. Mere days after declaring war on Ashbury Baron Roric

and Sir Thomas, aided by the reconnaissance of Colonel Angus

Deathgroom, led a force of undead upon the city.  The Ashbans tore into

the undead force, slaying Baron Roric as Sir Thomas retreated.

In December of 603, Duke Frost led a delegation to Moorgrave to

discuss possible terms of an alliance with Duke Rogan and the nobility

of Moorgrave.  Among Duke Frost’s delegation was his court wizard Sir

Indorian Silverleaf.  Sir Indorian engaged in many lectures against nec-

romancy as well as lessons in celestial magic, which was a near forgot-

ten art in Moorgrave and Glenrake, to the nobility and the officers of

Moorgrave’s armies. In April of 603 His Grace made an official an-

nouncement to his nobles.  He declared that Moorgrave had agreed to

outlaw necromancy and that Ashbury had officially allied with them.

Part of the treaty called for all of Moorgrave’s nobles to turn over the

Brotherhood augments they possessed. Another condition of the treaty

was that Duke Rogan, who declared that he was changing his name from

Ghoulreign to Exeter, would take three deaths while his two top knights

would each take one death.

In a public display in the center of town Duke Frost personally

executed the nobles. After the gruesome display Duke Frost announced

that they had paid for their crimes and were to be treated as allies.   On

the heels of Duke Frost’s announcement Baron Elliot Darkshade of

Moorgrave emerged from the crowd and began berating Duke Rogan

for abandoning necromancy and vowed that Moorgrave would never

accept Rogan’s rule from that point. Duke Rogan immediately stripped

Darkshade of his titles and land. In response Darkshade merely uttered

the word “proceed” and recalled his spirit. Within seconds a skeletal

figure know known as a Charnal Assassin  emerged from the woods.

The creature made a direct path for Duke Frost, even pursuing him

through the Circle of Power in the Healer’s Guild, and could not be

affected by anyone else. After a difficult and pitched battle Frost eventu-

ally defeated the creature with the heavy support of the Ashbans.

In March of 605, the Duchy of Ashbury’s combined armed forces,

bolstered by a large force of Adventuring Heroes, succeeded in assault-

ing Castle Glenmoor itself and routing the forces of Glenrake.  Duke

Frost led the battle himself, assisted ably by Baroness Mathilda and Duke

Rogan Exeter of Moorgrave.  As many historians are well aware, Duke

Rogan was cursed to continue to assault Castle Glenmoor every year

until he successfully captured it, and that he could never die until he had

achieved that feat. Unfortunaely every one of Duke Rogan’s attacks al-

ways failed.  It was hoped that the Ashbans would be able to achieve

what the Moorgrave’s had not been able to.  Duke Eddard was fought to

his permanent death, and though most of his nobles escaped, they were

slain many times and had their spirits considerably weakened.

With the necromantic faction of the nobility routed and removed

from power, Duke Rogan Exeter was able to retake Castle Glenmoor

and begin to rebuild his land.  While Glenmoor has not yet been ac-

cepted by King Gareth and Queen Sidraste as a Duchy of Icenia, it is

certainly only a matter of time until Glenmoor returns to its rightful

place as a proper Duchy of Icenia.

Unfortunately, not all the Forces of Glenrake and renegade nobles

of Moorgrave were destroyed.  The Brotherhood, as well as these ren-

egade forces, have spent the time since causing problems in the Duchy

of Glenmoor as well as the Duchies of Romwing and Icenia, trying in a

futile gesture to regain their lost holdings.  While these dark forces con-

tinue to cause difficulties for the true and just Nobility, they are certainly

no match for the forces that removed them from power in the first place,

and are now forced to simply strike from the shadows.

HHHHHomeomeomeomeome
Situated to the south of Ashbury across the sea, the hobling country

of Home has become an important ally. This country is not very large

but has a huge influence over the area due to its many riches. It is much

like any other, with crowded cities, picturesque villages, rolling hills,

farmlands, mines, and other natural resources.

All hoblings love entertainment, and Home is no exception. There

are many artists, poets, singers, playwrights, storytellers, dancers, musi-

cians, and other entertainers who, if they have the talent, can demand a

goodly sum for their services. You can hardly walk through the main

city (also called Home, or sometimes Home City) without passing a

playhouse, art gallery, or music stage on every block. It is true that the

hoblings love money, but what good is money if not used for the finer

things in life, such as a good home, good food and wine, and good enter-

tainment?

A popular saying in Home is “You can judge worth by wealth” or

as it is sometimes abbreviated simply “Worth by Wealth.” The idea here

is that the best and brightest in Home rise to the top through their innate

talents, wise investments, and shrewd business dealings.

Being a money-run society, sometimes ideas like honor and hon-

esty have a different meaning. Money talks, so bribery (usually in the

form of “gifts”) is very common, and many lower class people earn a

large chunk of their income that way. (“You wish to dock your boats

here? I’m sorry, I just don’t have the room — a present for me? Why,

thank you friend! I will see if I can find some place for your vessel to

dock!”)

There are many other races also living in Home, and most do the

subservient work needed to make the society survive. In general the pay

for these positions is not bad, and as long as you are willing to work and

don’t goof off, you will be paid enough to live comfortably. Hoblings

know that a well paid laborer will be more loyal. It’s just good business

sense to pay your workers well so they will work hard for you and not

leave for a better position.

This is not to say that nonhoblings are always at the bottom of the

ladder; it’s just that most hoblings who accept jobs like these do so only

temporarily while they are trying to build their own business or name.

The only type of discrimination Home knows is based on money —

what race or sex you are is unimportant in determining how powerful

you can become in Home. If you are a biata with a lot of money, you can

rise in hobling society as fast as any native, and in fact, the hobling

government has people of all races involved.



Home is ruled presently by Queen Lolita Throttlebottom. Her fam-

ily has been in power for many generations and will probably remain

there for many generations to come. Her family is of course the richest

in the entire country and being the richest means you can control much

to make sure you remain the richest.

Fortunately, the Throttlebottom family has been known as very wise

both politically and economically. They know that random or cruel acts

by the nobles could cause panic in the market and the downfall of the

economy, so it is to the benefit of those in power to not abuse their

positions and cause their own ruination. The “Doctrine of Mutual Self-

interest” has served Home well for many years. (Don’t misinterpret this

as “greed,” as many hoblings can be quite generous. Home philosophers

merely feel that all beings act in their self-interest and it is foolish to

think otherwise, so why not use it to advantage?)

The one hundred member “House of Lords” write the actual laws

that govern the country. The Queen can of course at any time overrule

their decisions but it is generally held that if you can get a hundred

people to agree on something, it’s probably the best choice. There are

not too many laws, as most everything is taken care of in the market-

place and through contracts. (By the way, even though it is called the

House of Lords does not mean that there are only men there; there is, on

the average, an equal amount of Lords and Ladies in the House.)

The House of Lords is usually the hundred richest people in Home.

You can gain a position in the House by purchasing it from a current

member. As you may guess, this does not happen very often, but there

are times when a Lord of Lady suddenly finds himself or herself low on

funds because of a bad investment and has to sell off assets (a very sad

time, indeed) — and thus a new Lord or Lady will be sworn in.

Being a Lord or Lady is also very expensive. To compensate for the

benefits you receive, you must also pay a very high tax to Her Majesty.

However, most hoblings understand this as a cost of doing business.

Being something of value, a noble title can be inherited, traded, auc-

tioned, or confiscated by the sheriff (in the case of fines or taxes that are

due).

There are specific requirements to be a Lord or Lady. You can be

removed by the House (or by the Queen) if you are found guilty of a

crime or for violating the Code of Chivalry. However, somehow over

the years, the Code has changed a bit from what Ashbans may be used

to.

The Lords and Ladies are also required to speak the “old language.”

(“Good morrow! How art thou? Prithee, canst thou move thine fat arse

out of the way?”) It can be difficult at first, but eventually can be mas-

tered. Learning to speak like the Code of Chivalry also helps to remind

the Lords and Ladies how they are expected to act. Perhaps even more

important, it immediately tells all commoners that they are in the pres-

ence of a nobleperson. As one might expect, it is illegal for any com-

moners to speak in the old language, or else they will be charged with

Impersonating a Noble.

Home signed a treaty with Ashbury in the winter of 600, and there

have been no problems between the two nations since. In fact, many

Ashbans have traveled to Home and have been warmly received.

IIIIIceniaceniaceniaceniacenia

BBBBBrittingtonrittingtonrittingtonrittingtonrittington
Within Brittington, you will find entrenched for thousand years

powerful family lines, and a hereditary system that is vastly different

than other duchies within Icenia. Entire powerful family lines have justly

and respectfully led their peoples for countless generations. Respect is

the primary function within Brittington; it is held to the highest level of

value among all the citizens. These strong hereditary lines have perme-

ated all facets of Brittington culture and families for generations and as

such there is a rigid system of guilds, and nearly a caste system of nobil-

ity, merchants, craftsman, and commoners.

Perhaps one of the most fascinating aspects among the nobility is

their homage to the tenant of the Code “Thou shalt respect the country

to which thou has sworn fealty.” Oaths of Fealty are extremely impor-

tant to the nobility, and while many family lines may compete and poli-

tic against others, when united by a common goal set for by their liege

lord, a vassal does not hesitate to obey. This rigid discipline is a hall-

mark of Brittington society, culture, and even art.



Brittington people have a somewhat basic view of life: to do things

well and to maintain or heighten the family reputation. Reputation is

particularly important to all citizens of this duchy. Thus Brittings tend

towards caution and patience before acting. Tradition is also of the high-

est and most esteemed virtue, even when the tradition’s roots are lost in

time and today seem to be somewhat out of touch.

As a duchy, Brittington can be classified as being rather hilly and

densely wooded, and in many places mountainous. The mountains are

low but have huge valleys in which small insulated communities thrive.

Troops of actors, entertainers, and even itinerant merchant caravans bring

news of the Kingdom.

Among the Brittingtons the Romwing citizens are the most trapped

within tradition, but their festivals are said to be outstanding — includ-

ing their month long harvest festivals. Each fall a boisterous celebration

is held that must be experienced.

The Barony of Widowcroft is perhaps the most “wild” of the Bar-

onies, and has considerable problems with goblins, trolls, and bugbears.

The Barony considered to be “borderlands” by most citizens is domi-

nated by powerful castles controlling key passes and valleys, and all

cities are walled and well defended. The Barony was dubbed “Widow-

croft” as a result of so many men and women dying to tame the Barony

which left many family lines shattered and near extinction. Citizens of

Widowcroft have hundreds of legends and tend to be a superstitious

people — probably due to their lack of educational sources and their

somewhat isolated living conditions.

Dunkalee, the largest of the baronies, is far more cosmopolitan than

her sister baronies. Dunkalee has many enormous cities ruled by heredi-

tary lords. During the curse of Glantri, Dunkalee family lines were hit

extremely hard, with many families suffering multiple deaths before the

full curse took affect. Dunkalee has been carved up into enormous es-

tates and placed under the remaining families, and perhaps for the first

time ever Brittington must cope with massive change and perhaps el-

evate new families to positions of rulership.

In this time of change the Forderick family, long held in high re-

gard throughout the Kingdom of Icenia, has been transplanted and

brought to Dunkalee and given enormous lands and estates. Formerly

the lords of the Barony of Nordenn before the appearance of Ashbury,

these new lords now have a near barony unto themselves. The Duke has

welcomed them with open arms, proud to have a powerful family like

the Fordericks to call upon during this time of discord and chaos. Per-

haps the Fordericks will breathe new life into Brittington, and bring

cultural change in their wake.

EEEEEvvvvvorraorraorraorraorra
Evorra has three distinct cultures with some shared characteristics.

All Evorrans, for example, hold a great weight on honesty and truth.

Evorrans have a saying: “My honor prevents me from speaking” to avoid

telling an untruth. Many citizens from Brittington joke that this is equiva-

lent to “I do not wish to incriminate myself.”

It is the greatest affront to an Evorran to be accused of lying, for it

means you are without honor. To be accused of having no honor de-

mands that honor be reclaimed. Evorrans duel, and they duel over imag-

ined and genuine slights. Evorrans always duel to the death, and expect

no mercy.

To be victorious in a duel, and then to spare your opponent indi-

cates that your opponent was right. It is important to understand that all

Evorrans feel this way. It’s also important to understand that Evorrans

interpret how a duel begins in different manners. Some feel that to voice

and accusation at someone of untruth is the equivalent of swinging the

first blow — and an Evorran will respond without hesitation and attack.

Other Evorrans feel that it is necessary to observe all the laws and cour-

tesies of a duel and to fetch a guardsman, to assure that the offending

part knows what they have done, and so on. Please note that if you wish

to start accusing an Evorran of dishonesty, you do so at your own peril.

Evorran culture has a strong tie to the sea. Evorrans of all areas

have a great respect and love of the ocean. Many Evorrans take a portion

of their lives and serve on sea going vessels as sailors, shipwrights, navi-

gators, and so on. Much of Evorra’s economy revolves around the ocean

and the sea.

In Eevrion for example, the husbandry of trees for shipbuilding is

the main source of the economy. Zynn has been perfecting the practices

of sailmaking, and specialized ballast for a dozen generations. It makes

the ships of Evorra either large and sturdy, or swift and deadly. All trade

of Evorra has focused with the end result that if you do not use it, you

export it.

Evorrans as a culture are adventurers at heart, danger sparkles in

their heart. Evorrans love intrigue, romance, adventure, debating, and

arguing. They are a passionate people, whose passions run deep. Evorrans

tend to be vindictive at times, holding grudges over simple slights for a

very long time. They enjoy this, and they enjoy telling each other who

wronged them and how. It’s even considered somewhat of a skill to re-

call the names of all the people who offended your grandfather and get

even with them.

Evorrans also value personal honor, the honor of their Duchy, the

honor of their rulers, and the honor of their nobility extremely highly. To

make a slight at a noble in the presence of any of his or her vassals or

even an accusation without specific proof is asking for immediate retali-

ation. Evorrans love their nobles because they embody romance, adven-

ture, and honor.

FFFFFalkiralkiralkiralkiralkirkkkkk
Three words describe Falkirk as a people. The words are proud,

brave, and lusty.

Pride is the centerpiece in the nature of most Falkirks. They are

proud of who they are. Proud to be a Falkirk, proud to be an Icenian.

They respect people who carry themselves with pride, and encourage

those who don’t to do so. This pride carries itself into everything they

do. Most Falkirks will not do something halfway or sloppy, as it reflects

back upon them. When they do accomplish something, they will stand

behind it. This confidence sometimes comes off as arrogance, and many

Falkirks are very stubborn as well.

In a land seeing as much conflict as Falkirk has, bravery is a must.

This does not however always mean puissance at arms. Falkirks are

known for a “never say die” attitude. Pride and bravery combine to make

the Falkirks fiercely loyal. They will be quick to defend an ally and will

not desert a friend in need.

The lustiness of a Falkirk does not necessarily apply to carnal plea-

sure, but to a lust for life. In a land as rough as Falkirk, life is short. This

has given the Falkirks an appreciation for life and a belief that life must

be lived to its fullest to be properly enjoyed.

The combination of all of these is that Falkirks are a very honest

people. The loyalty they exhibit to friends and allies transfers to fellow

citizens. Dishonest Falkirks are usually treated with contempt and disre-

spect. They are also blunt and to the point, which sometimes hurts nego-

tiations.

Since the Curse of Glantri was lifted in 599, Falkirks have been

coming to terms with the new Duchy of Ashbury and the state of Icenia.

IIIIImladarmladarmladarmladarmladar
To the east of Blythedale lies the elven nation of Imladar. Cur-

rently, it is a small country, having been reestablished upon Tar’Navaria

in 599. The nation is nestled in a wooded valley, with the elves building

homes and businesses throughout. Upon first glance, it would seem the

building is haphazard and random, but upon closer inspection it would

be revealed that there is a definite pattern and logic to the layout of

Imladar.

In the center of the valley is the first Imladari city, Alacondras. In

this city is the royal palace of Queen Celwen I. Alacondras is made up of

many buildings that follow the typical Imladari architectural styles. The



buildings seem not so much built as they do grown.

There is truly a sense of peace and harmony in Imladar that is lack-

ing in the settlements of many other races. The elves of Imladar are quite

friendly to visitors, but do not openly encourage other races to visit.

When there are visitors, they are discouraged from staying too long,

with a week’s stay being the usual maximum. Non-elves are allowed in

Alacondras, but never in the palace, which seems to have magical pro-

tections. There are several inns on the outskirts of the city that may be

utilized by non-elves.

Queen Celwen is a powerful caster and benevolent ruler. She is

joined by her brothers, High Lord Gilthalion Thantellin, Voice of the

People, and High Lord Valdorian Thantellin, Protector of the People.

All three are kind and just leaders for the Imladari and have earned total

loyalty, even unto death, from those that live in Imladar.

LempurLempurLempurLempurLempur
Lempur was once a prosperous country of humans to the southwest

of Galanthia. The Margraves of Lempur were a powerful force within

central Tar’Navaria approximately 300 years ago. With the rise of the

prophet of Glantri, the prosperity and progress of Lempur was crushed

and swept away on the winds.

Lempur was a hilly and slightly arid region before its demise. Most

people lived in large towns called “Medori,” ruled by a powerful servant

of a Margrave called a “Medorant.” Medorants served to rule the Medori,

serving as a combination sage and magistrate. Medorants were always

chosen by tests of honor and fairness, and were drawn from the Medori

where they lived. It was a prosperous society, and a significant portion

of Lempurian territories had mines of great renown and as such the re-

gion was known for their great works in gold, silver, and gemstones.

Lempur had five strong and powerful armies, each one controlled

by one of  the Margraves. The Lempur were capable footmen, average

bowman, but exceptional horsemen. Few chose to harass the Lempur,

for their armed forces were capable enough to fend of most attacks with

little issue.

The Margraves of Lempur ruled the five greatest Medori.  The

Medori were named Lempur, Horak, Phezid, Zolis, and Medrey. Each

Margrave named himself or herself after the Medori they ruled, while

Margrave titles were typically hereditary. Often family lines would take

over the positions due to misfortune or the accolade of their citizens.

Peace reigned within the region for hundreds of years. Then, over

300 years ago, the Margraves of Lempur clashed with the first emperor

of Galanthia, Galanthys the First, driving back his attempt to annex the

Medori of Lempur in the Battle of the Hills of Flaylock.

Galanthia, once making an enemy of the Margraves, found them-

selves with a significant enemy on their southern border. Margraves con-

sidered the practice of slavery an abomination, and they frequently at-

tacked southern Galanthian settlements up until the end of Galanthys’

reign.

With the ascendancy of Glantri, however, the swansong of the

Margraves began. Glantri called his first great curse down upon the

Medori of Lempur. Completely engulfed in a disaster that to this day is

not fully comprehended, thousands were struck dead by a swirling black

mist. Medoris near Lempur immediately fled the foul mists, but the mists

expanded and began to consume all who stood in its path. Thousands

fled the other city states, taking whatever possessions they could carry,

fleeing to the south and west. After a month’s time the mists abated and

a powerful earthquake struck the region, destroying many structures and

buildings.

After a time, survivors attempted to return to their homeland, but

few were heard from again. One powerful magician attempted to return

and do battle with whatever remnants of the mists remained, but he was

found at the edge of the country — his hands devoid of flesh but still

alive. Returning to his group of survivors, he found that all he touched

had their hands likewise devoid of flesh by the next sunrise.

Killing the mage did not stop the spread among the survivors who

attempted to return to their countries. Thousands of survivors never at-

tempted to return to the area, becoming nomadic peoples. For those that

tried to return, they were forever cursed. Their children were born with

this strange malady and to this day they are a sign of impending misfor-

tune.

Their curse followed in their wake, throughout the continent they

were stoned and driven away from villages before disaster struck.

Lempurs were cursed, and all were warned to steer clear of them, for

their touch and mere presence was sure to be the source of great turmoil.

Lempur became a wasteland, none living there. Life for the people

of Lempur seemed over, until the Spring of 606 where, with the help of

the people of Ashbury, the curse was finally lifted.

Many Lempur, now freed of their curse, are heading back to their

homeland to try to start anew, but as of this writing, there is much to be

done to make the wastelands livable again.

The PThe PThe PThe PThe Plains of Ragelains of Ragelains of Ragelains of Ragelains of Rage
Like a terrible, gaping wound slashed across the face of the conti-

nent of Tar’Navaria, sit the Plains of Rage.

The use of necromancy is still strong in the area, and this has not

allowed the land to grow normally. It is said that the very flora of the

Plains of Rage grow in corrupted, twisted forms due the centuries of

atrocities inflicted across the plains. It is even said that, from all the

years of bloodshed, the trees have become so accustomed to drinking

blood that they now crave it and reach forth with hungry, spearing lungs

to impale the unwary! Other stories speak of strange and dark things

such as whispering phantoms and pits of utter darkness that suddenly

open to swallow a traveler.

Since word of “The Lost Kingdom’s Return” (meaning the Duchy

of Ashbury) has spread across the continent, independent merchant cara-

vans have risked the Plains of Rage to come to Ashbury to trade. But

travel upon the plains is ill-advised. These merchants bring with them,



aside from their goods, an awful tale. They speak of gigantic fountain of

blood, somewhere on the Plains of Rage. This fountain is fed from a

large well and it is said that, over the centuries, the Freejyn had continu-

ally collected the blood of their victims and poured it into the well.

Needless to say, the Plains of Rage are not to be traveled across

without speed and caution.  Rumors that the Dominion have now moved

to the Plains have not yet been confirmed.

SSSSSaridbisaridbisaridbisaridbisaridbis
Once a possession of Galanthia, the Anarchy of Saridbis has re-

mained free for nearly twenty years. With a peculiar government, the

Anarchy is inhabited by those who believe in their own personal self-

government.

The term “Anarchy” may invoke to some the concept of disorder; it

is anything but that in Saridbis. The country is named after the great

philosopher Saridbis, who was instrumental in the rebellion against Gal-

anthia and the restructuring in the country in the past decade.

Saridbis teaches the concepts of self enlightenment and the con-

cepts referred to as Kor and Voin. The Voin is the external world from

which all need to take — no one controls the voin and no one has right

to anything from the voin other than they need to survive. The Kor is the

self, everything that a person is — and what they take from the voin that

makes them what they are.

Saridbans believe that no one possesses a Kor unless they have

taken the time to become self enlightened. While everyone remains in

the Voin who does not posses their Kor, they possess rights in the eyes

of Saridbans to take from the Voin in order to survive.

Saridbans use a strict barter and trade system; they do accept coins

but they do not typically use them within the boundaries of the Anarchy.

Those who travel to see Saridbis and learn of his teachings do so at

a young age, for one is not recognized as an “adult” until they have

undergone training with one of the masters within their capital.

Saridbis is a mountain country, with several small forests. One of

the forest is a stone wood, similar to the ones Stone Elves might inhabit.

It is said this may be the place that most Saridbans go to learn the ways

of the Kor. It is imagined that it takes well over a year of education to be

recognized by other members of the Anarchy to find one’s true place

within the society.

Perhaps the only other peculiar aspect of Saridbis is there are no

laws. While tradition and precedence still looms occasionally, Saridbans

do not believe in laws as we may know them. They believe each person

has their place and their role.  No one person’s Kor is more important

than another’s unless they are in jeopardy. One must remain flexible,

and one must act as they see fit. The teachings of Saridbis govern the

behavior of individuals within the Anarchy, and some argue that this is

merely laws unwritten. Saridbans claim that it is the law written on one’s

heart, and all one need to do is to find it written within one’s self. This is

likely the key step in finding ones Kor.

There are few things in life that cause Saridbans to gather. One is

for defense. A full member of society is expected to aid in the defense of

the Anarchy. Once the threat is ended, Saridbans return to their lives.

There is a society however of those dedicated to external threats to

Saridbis. Calling themselves the “Disintegration,” this group of Saridbans

stops at nothing to assure that the Anarchy is preserved. It is believed

they may in fact serve Saridbis directly. Their name within Galanthia is

greatly feared, for they are spies, assassins, and agitators of rebellions

like no other known force within the empire. It is said members of the

Disintegration travel throughout the continent looking to assure that tyr-

anny is destroyed. Some apparently were seen in Ashbury by the “Re-

turned Heroes” in the future, fighting against Glantri.

The SThe SThe SThe SThe Sarr Landsarr Landsarr Landsarr Landsarr Lands
To the south of Ashbury, across the Icenian Bay, lies five Sarr King-

doms. They are constantly at war with each other with alliances being

made and broken on a constant basis.  Due to the rather fluid nature of

politics in the region, the author cannot guarantee the validity of the

political states for very long after this is printed, and any travelers should

be warned it is in their best interest to verify anything here before begin-

ning their journey! (Those who have followed this guide in the past will

note that some spellings will have changed.  This is due to more open-

ness on the part of the Sarr Kingdoms, and a greater understanding of

their beautiful and somewhat complex language.)

The The The The The ThrThrThrThrThree Kingdomsee Kingdomsee Kingdomsee Kingdomsee Kingdoms
Due to the rising threat of the gnoll Army lad by Gnashtooth, the

kingdoms of Ukmutznif, Darklag, and Junjeq (translated as “Swift Moun-

tain Knife”, “Dark Claw”, and “Jewel of the Jungle” respectively) have

struck a temporary peace accord uniting their three nations. Since none

can as yet agree on a single leader, the Monarchs of the Three Kingdoms

rule by a majority of consensus: two agree, one disagrees, and the vote is

passed. Each Monarch so far maintains rulership over the day-to-day

affairs of their own nation.

The Three Kingdoms have been attempting to gain alliance with

Icenia, but King Gareth has refused until such time as all lands have

abolished both slavery and necromancy. To help in this end, former

Ambassador to Icenia Lord Kuwo Mushtee and his companion Lhasa

Samar were recalled from ambassadorial duties to lead a grassroots move-

ment to attempt to educate the citizens of the Three Kingdoms on the

evils of necromancy and slavery.

Ukmutznif

The mountainous region of the Znif Mountains is known as the

Kingdom of Ukmutznif.  Most of the cities in this area are built into the

sheer cliffs of the Znif Mountain Range. To the casual observer, they

look like sheer cliffs with small rock buttes.  However, these buttes have

windows looking out for miles from dwellings carved directly into the

rock face.



The mining operations here are excellent, and even the hoblings of

Home are amazed at their resourcefulness. Due to the seemingly unend-

ing mineral veins in the area, foreigners are permitted to open mines

within the mountain range. However, non-citizens of Ukmutznif are

charged impressively high taxes (using equaling three quarters to seven

eights of the value of materials the mine produces).  Even Citizens are

taxed highly (as much as half), under the guise of “war preparations.”

Facts seem in indicate however that most of the wealth simply lies in the

coffers of the capital city.

As one would expect, gold and gems are the primary exports of the

region, while nearly everything else needed to survive is imported. While

they do have fishing as well as some lumber, textiles, and food produc-

tion, there’s simply not enough good soil to support the Sarr living here

and the foreigners hoping to strike it rich.

Slavery has never been legal in Ukmutznif, mainly because it has

never been necessary.  This is a kingdom of excessive wealth, and more

than able to pay at least minimal wages to all its workers. Presently,

necromancy is legal, but only in “matters of self defense” — a caster

with no weaponry may use necromantic spells to defend their own lives.

Seems odd that a race with claws would find themselves out of weapons

at any time, but that is how the law remains.

Surprisingly, many sarr seem to survive in such a mountainous cli-

mate.  Amur and Snow Leopards, Marguay, Wildcats, Cougars, Lynx,

Tigers, White Tigers, and Sabertooth Tigers all reside in the region.

Ukmutznif is ruled by King Bobtet the Thirteenth, and his wife Redtet.

Both are Sabertooth Tigers, and Bobtet’s line has ruled the kingdom

through the last 200 years.

Darklag

The central of the Three Kingdoms is Darklag.  The sarr of Darklag

live in camouflaged tree houses

concealed in the forest itself. “All

the better to pounce with” is the

reason normally given for such a

strange custom. Most are hidden by

vines from below and an unguided

outsider can often walk right un-

derneath a town and never know

they past it.

This is not a rich area; how-

ever, what they lack in riches they

make up for in knowing how to

have a good time. As would be ex-

pected in a poor nation with dan-

gerous flora and fauna, it is diffi-

cult for the government to keep

control. While money from

Ukmutznif helps to keep the

people’s spirits up, the loss of sla-

very would cripple the economy of

the woodland nation. So, even

though the crown attempts to teach

the people to give up the practice,

teachings do not feed a family. The

rigid caste system and armed forces

of the crown does much to keep the

peace, although violence (particu-

larly against non-sarr) erupts fre-

quently. Many different bloodlines

of Sarr make this their home, in-

cluding Leopards, Marguay, Wild-

cats, Ocelots, Tigers, Black Leop-

ards,  Jaguar, Cougars, Lynx, and White Tigers.

The Monarch, King Ezeghoq, is well liked by his people, but is not

known as a man with good political skills. This means it often seems his

underlings and lower nobles appear to be running the country. Until

recently, necromancy was legal here. However, the same “Laws of Self

Defense” have been adopted here as in Ukmutznif.  Slavery is promi-

nent but the citizens of Darklag claim it is “different” from what we

understand as slavery. Slaves are not sold or bought, only gained in

battle or in exchange for a debt owed. They are often born into a debt

generations old and spend their entire lives working to attempt to pay it

off.

Any non-sarr traveling through Darklag without a guide, or papers,

or both, is likely to be assumed either an escaped slave or a spy and

either captured or killed, so it is best to make traveling arrangements

well in advance and through proper channels.

Junjeq

The proper name of the Kingdom of Junjeq is actually

Junnikdrezswo (meaning “Jungle Nightmare Sword”) but we’re quite

happy its citizens simply call in Junjeq instead! Junjeq is mostly a pri-

mordial jungle, with treacherous walkways and a dangerous ecosystem.

Perhaps the most cultured of all the Sarr Kingdoms, Junjeq is home to

the Sanctuary of the Warrior Spirit, an ancient training ground where

sarr are taught the Arts of War and the philosophy behind them. Sarr

who master their arts at “Sakzwahoq” are revered, and many go on to

become national heroes and people of position in the kingdom.

The cities in Junjeq are built high in the jungle trees amidst a spider

web of rope bridges and branch-to-branch walkways. The reason for

this is an unexplainable blue mist that will sometimes roll through the

forest.  Upon breathing this mist, warm-blooded creatures and beings

will begin to hallucinate their worst fear until the mist dissipates. Since

there is no way to protect against this (aside from not breathing of course,

but that can be difficult to do for hours at a time) the hapless victim is

quite vulnerable to all other hallucinating creatures on the jungle floor.

Still, many sarr find their homes

here, including Tigers and White

Tigers, Cougars, Lynx, Ocelots,

Wildcats, Leopards, and Black

Leopards.

Junjeq’s King Zutklag out-

lawed necromancy and slavery

due to some form of life debt owed

to Icenian Lord Rasq Darkmoon

and former Icenian Assistant Ce-

lestial Guildmaster Saja, who were

both once native citizens of

Junjeq.

This has prompted greater

diplomatic relations with Icenia,

and served to bridge the gap be-

tween the two nations. King

Zutclag has also lead the charge

to have these laws changed in

Ukmutznif and Darklag as well.

However, with this progress, these

lands are still quite backwards in

regards to their treatment of

women.  Although things are

slowly changing, historically

women were not allowed to own

property or participate in decisions

of state. Many men running things

are making it difficult for women

to make much progress in this

area. All of these changes have

also lead to a group calling itself

the Zdefolwa (“Defenders of the Old Ways”) organizing and making

terroristic threats and attacks within the kingdom.

If you are a non-sarr, a female, or both, you would be wise to avoid

them.



BobthitetBobthitetBobthitetBobthitetBobthitet
Nestled within the Three Kingdoms, between the nations of

Ukmutznif and Darklag, is the Empire of Bobthitet. The name means

“Blood Thirtsy Teeth.” This is by far the wealthiest of the Sarr King-

doms, and undoubtedly the most powerful. When asked to join the Alli-

ance of Kingdoms, Bobthitet refused unless it was to be the ruler of the

entire alliance. Seeing this as merely subjugation, the other leaders de-

cided to form the Alliance without Bobthitet.  The Empire of Bobthitet

claims the Alliance is merely an attempt to make a land grab for their

great savannah, and has declared war on the Three Kingdoms.

The Empire of Bobthitet’s wealth comes from their fertile soil. The

open savannahs produce rich grasses, abundant crops, large pastures,

and great herds of game animals. The sarr of this land are predominantly

Lion, Cheetah, and Caracal, with only about 10% of the population mak-

ing up the remaining tribes.

It can be argued however that their largest population group is the

slave class, as slavery is quite legal here and practiced openly and with

regularity that would shock those travelers from more civilized lands.

Power in Bobthitet is based on a caste system of inherited wealth.

Your holdings, gold, and slaves determine your position within the sys-

tem. While there are means for one to rise outside of the caste they were

born into, very few manage this feat on their own. The current ruler is

Queen Nikwik and King Utklag.

It should be noted for emphasis that King Utklag is the son of King

Zutklag of Junjeq, and came to Bobthitet only after a failed attempt at

his father’s life in a bid to take control of the kingdom. Queen Nikwik’s

marriage to the ousted son of the King of Junjeq has only heightened

tensions between the two warring states.

In these lands, necromancy is practiced as a “necessary evil” of

sorts. Using necromancy openly is seen as a bad management of one’s

property and business, and if cast “often enough” one can be fine for its

use. Only the military is permitted to use it openly and without restric-

tion.

BobBobBobBobBobwabewabewabewabewabe
The fifth and final Sarr Kingdom lies at the tip of the peninsula. It

is the swamp bayou land of Bobwabe, or “Blood Water Earth.” Many

locals simply call it “the Wabe.” This kingdom is the oddest of the five,

and in more ways than one.  They keep to themselves, even often opting

out of matters involving the five sarr nations, and interact only with

outsiders when absolutely necessary.

It should be noted that the merchant fleets of Home do not even

travel there, because they say “the profit margin isn’t big enough to

warrant dealing with them.” If a hobling merchant says the profit’s not

enough, these must be strange people indeed!

These are a bloodthirsty and primitive people, who leave piles of

bones as road posts outside of their villages (perhaps as a warning to

outsiders). They claim the swamp itself is sentient and can destroy those

who are not welcome, and that there are beings in the swamp that can

never be killed.  Further, it is said that the denizens of the Wabe know

strange magics and can lay powerful curses directly on the spirit. It may

be that many of these rumors are self-generated to scare away unwanted

visitors, but this author was understandably unwilling to find out.

Those who have been brave enough to visit tell of a “distantly

friendly” but very uncultured backwater people living there, with nearly

as many scavenger types as there are sarr.   All seem to be quite poor and

living day to day off the swamp, and there doesn’t seem to be much in

the way of government or law even though Bobwabe does recognize a

King.

There is no slavery in this land, predominantly because this is the

land pirates often capture slaves from to crew their ships. Among the

sarr living here are mostly Tigers, but there are also small groups of

Leopards, Jaguars, Black Leopards, Cougars, Wildcats and Marguay.

PPPPPiratesiratesiratesiratesirates
There are three pirate groups that prey on the waters along the south-

ern coast of Icenian Bay. Only two are sarr based, and thus should be

discussed here.

The Wablanzut Pirates (“Water and Land Butchers”) are ruthless

marauders. They plunder ships, steal citizens away to be sold as slaves,

and murder anyone who cannot be controlled. The Wablanzut are all

Sarr, and are exceptionally hostile to outsiders. Their only redeeming

quality would be their hatred of the Vacarrans, and Wablanzut ships are

marked with pride banners showing how many Vaccaran Corsair ships

they have sunk. The Wablanzut mostly are found in the bayou waters of

Bobwabe and along the coast back to Bobthitet, where it is assumed

they sell their captives.

The Pirate Empire of Darklag (yes, the same name as the Kingdom,

but unaffiliated) challenge all the rules of what is actually an “empire.”

They sail the waterways and coastal towns. They will attack any ship

they see not flying their blue/green colors. They are marauders by defi-

nition.  All prisoners are given a choice of either one to two years service

on a Darklag ship, for being set hopeless adrift on what is left of their

derelict vessel. It is also important to note however their belief is to

“share the wealth as they see fit,” and have been known to give goods to

ships they put up little resistance and have nothing of value worth steal-

ing. They abhor slavery and necromancy, and will attack any Wablanzut,

Vaccarran, hobling, dwarven, or slave sympathizer ships on sight and

sink them, freeing any slaves on board. While mostly sarr, there are non-

sarr known to be Darklag Pirates as well. These sarr are extremely chiv-

alrous, honorable, and can be spotted on land by their flamboyant style

of dress.  When planning on entering a port peacefully, they will often

send a messenger first to let the town know they mean no harm and are

approaching for trade purposes. The Darklag have never broken this

peace by firing on the port, and have even simply turned away if the port

broke the “honor truce” and fired on the vessels.

TTTTTarararararzaterranzanzaterranzanzaterranzanzaterranzanzaterranzan
As is generally the case with all dark elves, little is known about the

dark elves of Tar’Navarria. It is said their homeland lies far to the south,

deep beneath a great desert.

The dark elves that are seen above the surface are generally mer-

chants or adventurers. Some are even quite friendly, but even the most

gregarious of the dark elves speaks little of the secrets of their people.

What is known is that the great city of Tarzaterranzan is home to

most of the dark elves of the continent. Non-dark elves are never al-

lowed within the city. The city is said to be surrounded by a giant under-

ground sea thousands of feet under the earth. Huge obsidian towers rise

from the city to the very ceiling of the cavern, hundreds of feet above. It

must truly be a sight to behold.

The dark elves of Tar’Navaria tend to be very nationalistic and

loyal to their race. Even the merchants and businessmen put the wellbeing

of their race above their own profits and goals. Honor is all-important

and ever-present in a dark elf’s life, and to lose one’s honor is to be

dead. Of course, most surface dwellers have a hard time understanding

dark elven honor. Dark elves are fearless of death, though they do not

throw their lives away foolishly. For a dark elf, it is better to die with

honor than to live in shame.

This is not to say that these dark elves are without humor or do not

enjoy life. They can socialize very well, but usually seem aloof. Their

wine is known as some of the strongest in all the land, being fermented

from mushrooms grown deep beneath the surface. Their craftsman and

weaponmakers are some of the finest the world has ever seen.

In recent years, Tarzaterranzan has signed a treaty with Icenia stat-

ing that each country recognizes the sovereignty of the other. Though

not a treaty of military aid, it does allow for mutual trade. Lord Find’rth



T’Varian, Taji T’Varian and Velvrin Wendela were all instrumental in

bringing this to fruition. In addition, the estate of the Mishrak Fens was

ceded to Tarzaterranzan as a freehold.

ThessiThessiThessiThessiThessi
The island of Thessi is strangely enough the only land mass that

traveled to Tar’Navaria from the other plane along with Ashbury. The

land of Thessi was founded many years ago by gryphons and biata, and

other races are generally not welcome there. The Thessi are slavers and

they especially hate gypsies and mystic wood elves because they are

“harder to control” and often lead rebellions against them.

The gryphons and biata who live there consider themselves the peak

of civilization and all other creatures are “animals.” The laws there ap-

ply only to the biata and gryphons and killing a human is seen as no

worse than killing a pig. The Thessi have powerful pantherghasts that

roam the untended countryside hunting down all who are not biata or

gryphon.

The land of Thessi is run by various families, each in charge of

different parts of Thessi society. An Emperor rules over all the families.

The prominent families in Thessi at the present time are the families of

Thrommel, Borik, Norvick, Merdick, and Thardik. Each of the clans has

their own designated territories and landholdings. Some have many ship-

ping and merchant ties. Those families that control the main ports con-

trol the trade, and yet those in the interior of the country tend to be the

suppliers for their trade goods. In this, there is a balance of labor and

funds, all to the good of the Empire. Each of the families could field an

army at need in defense of the Empire. And after all, the more the coun-

try prospers, the better for all.

The Thrommel family uses a phoenix as their symbol and currently

is the Imperial Household.  Emperor Bernd Thrommel is a friendly man

whose smiles cover the treachery beneath. The Borik family uses a

gryphon for their symbol and is in charge of the Imperial Cavalry and

personal guard. The Norvick family has an eagle for their symbol and is

in charge of the internal police force known as The Enforcers. The Merdik

clan, which uses a falcon, is in charge of the Imperial Army. The Thardiks,

which use an owl as their symbol, are called “The Observers.” They are

in charge of knowledge, information, and studies into the arcane.

These families are always in contention to be in power although the

ultimate power rarely shifts or changes. Some feel that the internal power

struggles are what has kept Thessi from becoming more powerful in the

area, and for that we can all be thankful.

TTTTTrrrrrollsgateollsgateollsgateollsgateollsgate
Thousands of years ago, when Ashbury was still part of the world

of Tyrra, dwarves lived in a mountainous area  on the edge of the trolls’

land. They named this place “Trollsgate” as a way of taunting the trolls

and establishing their claim to the area.

This place was a center of culture and a prominent city until it was

destroyed by the trolls and overtaken approximately 200 years ago in a

battle known simply as the Fall of Trollsgate. The trolls used necro-

mancy to create undead, and raised the dwarves’ own dead to fight against

their brethren. Many dwarves resurrected from the onslaught and the

trolls proudly proclaimed the land theirs.

King Kelanor I was entombed within Trollsgate and his followers

vowed that they would never rest until the land was once again reclaimed

for the dwarven people.

They settled in what is now northern Nordenn in an area they named

Dwarvenholm. An underground city was built, but many of the dwarves

lived above ground to tend the fields, raise the livestock, and otherwise

provide for an active culture.

In the months following the black maws plunging Ashbury into the

world of Fortannis, Kelanor the Younger, heir to the throne of

Dwarvenholm, took her retainers on several quests to see Trollsgate lib-

erated. Thanks to aid from many Ashban adventurers, especially the

dwarves Smith (who was later named Kelanor IV’s top knight) and

Gilwing (who was later named Champion of Kelanor the Younger), the

trolls were routed from the lands.

Pushed from the city, the trolls have retreated deep below the earth.

The dwarves of Dwarvenholm, having seen their beloved capital city

reclaimed, have since flocked to Trollsgate to rebuild. Hundreds of min-

ers and masons are constructing formidable underground defenses and

every day the city will claim more troll lives should they attempt to

attack again.

Above the surface, like a dust covered jewel being polished, the

surface city is being reconstructed. It is once again becoming a place of

beauty and commerce. King Kelanor IV has returned to take the throne

of Trollsgate, and Dwarvenholm is still being manned by several clans

as a city within the Dwarven nation.

Duke Aramis granted the dwarves their independence and for the

first time since the founding of Ashbury, when the dwarves were forced

to bow down before the invading armies and become part of the duchy,

they are once again free. Recently, a treaty with Ashbury has allowed the

dwarves to attempt to take back some of the lands of Trellheim so that

they can expand their territory.

The The The The The VVVVVacarran Iacarran Iacarran Iacarran Iacarran Islesslesslesslessles
Near the mouth of the Bay of Vacarra are the isles controlled by the

Vacarran Corsairs. For over 300 years these privateers have held nearly

a stranglehold on waterborn commerce along the eastern coast of

Tar’Navaria.

In the years before the fall of Icenia, the Corsairs were a nuisance at

best to the powerful country, however they were a major source of dan-

ger to the Empire of Galanthia. The Corsairs would frequently seize

Galanthian vessels and raid costal cities.

However, 300 years ago, with Lempur destroyed by his hand, Glantri

turned to lay a curse upon Vacarra. He cursed them with death should

they ever ride the waves and leave their island. Unfortunately, this curse

went awry for a reason unknown, and the Vacarrans became undead

when they took their ships out raiding.

So whenever upon water or over water (including a dock appar-

ently), the Vacarrans become vile and twisted undead. Their ships are

now twisted, and oared by hundreds of skeletons. Their ships are of a

size that cannot nearly be described, and mount a powerful ram, ballistas,

and other weapons of sea warfare. Still to this day they raid coastal settle-

ments, and Galanthia’s navy is ravaged yearly.

The Corsairs, despite their rapine ways, believe strongly in ran-

som, and sparing the lives of many they encounter. Many coastal com-

munities tithe to the Corsairs directly, and those that do so are seldom

harmed or even visited by the Corsairs.

Despite their undead forms, the Corsairs seem to be in need of

things associated with the living, and, after all, being pirates they prefer

to be on land where they can indulge in the pleasures of the flesh. Cloth-

ing, food, water, and gold all find their way into the hands of the Corsair

King of Vacarra.

Fardaniel, the current King of the Waves, rules Isles of Vacarra

with a group of pirate captains calling themselves “The Seven.” The

Seven each possess a city and port somewhere within the Vacarran Isles,

some controlling an entire island. It is said that there is even an encamp-

ment as close as the island of Synvia off of the Ash Forest.

Few settlements within the isles however compare with the mighty

sprawl known as Port Vacarra. From this city, Fardaniel calls his cap-

tains and their fleets to him once a year to give him 1/6th of their hauls.

It is said the palace of Fardaniel would make a king’s castle seem like a

pauper’s hut.

Meanwhile Port Vacarra is a city of danger and intrigue. While

beautiful, and the location of a nearly an endless festival of music, the-

atre, dancing, gambling, drinking, and wenching — there is a dagger

behind every smile.



The AThe AThe AThe AThe Abbbbbysmal Gysmal Gysmal Gysmal Gysmal Gorgeorgeorgeorgeorge
The scholars of Ashbury have always wondered why on the few

nights surrounding Halloween night, ghosts and undead roam in abun-

dance, why it is lunatics run rampant, why necromancy increases in

strength and why other strange things happen. This is one of the reasons

why:

On another plane is the realm of the Abysmal Gorge, a place where

ghosts rule and undead are their slaves and workers. These ghosts wait

each year for the coming of Halloween, which is their New Year, when

they may enter Fortannis. They celebrate the New Year by committing

acts of mayhem in the mortal world.

Needless to say, there are few people of this plane who would

ever travel there voluntarily.

MMMMMythlandriaythlandriaythlandriaythlandriaythlandria
It is often said by scholars and sages that the realm of dreams and

ours coincide. We live in unison and what affects the dreamworld affects

us as well.

Queen Mythylandria rules her Queendom with a fair hand and does

not tolerate insubordination.

There are many areas to this realm, some malevolent and some

benign. Depending on where you went during your visit, you might come

across certain things: Nobles there bear strange names. They often hold

titles of various types of dreams. For example, you could find a Lord of

Falling Dreams, or a noble in charge of dreams where you are running,

but can not move. Another might be in charge of numbers in dreams or

bizarre words and songs. Some musicians say that they often dream of

small dream sprites who sing to them in their sleep. When they awaken,

they sometimes forget their dreamsong or if they are lucky and have a

ledger available, are able to record these beautiful songs.

There are merchants available in Mythylandria as well. Some sell

good dreams, some sell bad dreams. If you wish to disturb your enemy,

you may purchase a nightmare and send it to him or her for a price.

Mythylandria has a strange defense. It is said that no visit to

Mythylandria is the same. It appears differently to each group of travel-

ers. It also creates defenders out of the dream essence. Not much is

known about this, but it serves to defend the realm.

This scholar does not recommend a vacation in the realm of dreams.

Our worlds are intertwined and should not be meddled with. It pos-

sesses many similarities to the realm of the fey and should not be taken

lightly.

The GThe GThe GThe GThe Gravravravravraveyareyareyareyareyardsdsdsdsds
The question of where the spirit goes beyond the final death is one

that has been debated for centuries by scholars and healers. For some,

spirits seem to wander the world listless and tormented, while others

seem to go to places of racial  importance.

It is clear however that evidence reports that many spirits travel to

be registered within the Book of the Dead which is held by The Regis-

trar. A being of fabled power, The Registrar usually appears as a slim

and wiry man. His power can be seldom contested within his own realm.

Often seen in front of his writing table and over his great book, it is

thought The Registrar records all deaths taken within the area under his

control, thought to be our continent of Tar’Navarria.

Even less known perhaps is what the Registrar actually is! It isn’t a

man or a woman, but research shows it is a compact — an alliance of

sort among the overlords of all elements. It is thought that elementals

war over many things, including the recruitment of spirits into their ranks

to be refashioned as elementals. Great elemental wars have raged across

the land, as elementals of power fought to possess the greatest lot of

spirits to recruit for their armies. The Graveyards themselves may very

well be the result of some great war, a treaty of sorts, to put the question

to rest once and for all. The Registrar may itself be one of the most

powerful elementals in existence, as it is made of all elements.

In any case, like a king or warden, the Registrar sits in control of

the Graveyards — placing the names and destinies of an endless parade

of spirits within their final resting places. The Registrar itself has fash-

ioned guardians for his Graveyards and is seldomly seen without the

accompaniment of two “Scribes” that radiate such intense foreboding

even the most stalwart loses sight of bravery and valor.

There are seven regions within and without the Graveyards, each

within itself considered to be a full Graveyard. When someone faces

their final death, they are drawn to the Graveyards, brought before the

Registrar, and questioned. It is believed that these questions determine

where a spirit is sent.

The Stone Halls, also known as the “Halls of Victory” (or even

“The Brewery”) seems to be fashioned around attention to the vansir

and the dwarven people. It’s said to be an endless feast of plenty, wres-

tling, dueling, and drinking. Guarded by a being known as the Colossus,

few enter who are not placed under the scrutiny of its gaze.

The Endless Hunt, also knows as “The Great Chase,” is led by the

powerful Guardian known as the Huntsman. The Hunt is an endless

delight of stalking one’s prey, achieving victories in battle, and facing

death in glorious combat. Thought to appeal to orcs and sarr and others

of a more martial bend, the Endless Hunt stalks throughout the worlds,

although never leaving the Graveyard in which it is contained.

The Elder Wood is the pure untouched wood. It is harmony with

all that lives; it is cool breezes through the branches; it is gentle bub-

bling brooks. Here one can find a solemn love of nature, and a quiet

reclusive existence. Guarded by the White Stag (sometimes called the

First Stag), the Elder Wood is though to be the resting place of elves.

The Listing Fields is a raucous festival and non stop tournament.

Ruled by the powerful Red Knight, it is an endless spring day, full of

dancing and reveling. Thought to be the place of so many of the com-

mon man or woman, in the Listing Fields the contests never stop, mugs

are never empty, the entertainment never ends, and the food is never

foul.

The Hero’s Graveyard is sometimes called “The Land of Hal-

lowed Deeds.” Here those that strive for goodness and righteousness

come to rest, uncontent only with the memories that, behind them, the

world may still struggle against evil and villainy. Guarded by the power-

ful Maidens of the Swan and Sword, they are held above all spirits for

the deeds they achieved during their lifetimes.

The Graveyard of the Four Winds has no other name. Just the

mere mention of the place reminds one that there is a spot where evil is

held in esteem and wonder. Within the four winds there is little more

than endless graves, marked with the names and the deeds of the most

evil. Only in the darkest most dreariest of nights to the evil claw them-

selves from their graves and retell each other the stories of their lives.

Guarded at all times by the four winds themselves and their undead

minions, to attempt to go to the four winds is beyond danger, for it is not

your body that can be lost there, but your spirit.

The Seventh and final region within the Graveyards is a place that

exists “beyond the gates” of the graveyards, called the Graveyard of

the Shattered Spirits. Perhaps it is not really a Graveyard at all, but

more of a dumping ground of misfit, damaged, or uncooperative spirits.

It is said to be a place of insanity, mayhem, and tragedy.

There are legends beyond measure that tell of those who have at-

tempted or succeeded from escaping the Graveyards. There is a supposi-

tion that it may be possible to return from final death — but there is no

evidence of that ever occurring.


